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The Battery in a Thimble ]

THE FIRST ATLANTIC CABLE AND ITS MANY TROUBLES
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This is an episode in the brave story of the men whose courage and persistence resulted in the laying of the first Atlantic
cable. The cable broke repeatedly, but finally that famous ship the " Great Eastern " accomplished the feat of connecting
the Old World and the New. This P.icture shows the cable that had been lost the year before being drawn up from the
ocean bed and having a new section spliced in.

scientists of his time, who was later raised to
the British peerage as Lord Kelvin in recog
nition of his wonderful services to science, in
vented a receiving instrument so delicate that
it r eceived a message sent on a battery in a lady's
thimble across the ocean through one cable and
back through another.
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Receiving Messages by a Mirror·

His first instrument was a galvanometer in
which a tiny mirror was moved from side to side,
just as the magnetic needle of the ordinary gal
vanometer is moved, by changing the rurection
of the current passing over the circuit (see
Electricity). A beam of light was directed upon
the mirror so that the mirror's slightest move
ment was indicated on a large scale by the move
ment of the reflected beam of light on a screen
placed in front of this mirror.
This mirror galvanometer was used in cabling
until I... ord Kelvin invented a recording instru
ment in which a peculiar pen, called the'' siphon
pen," was used. A pen actually tracing on paper
would be too heavy to be moved by the feeble
currents, so Lord Kelvin used a pen so constructed that ink siphoned from an ink-well is
· thro\vn in a tiny jet upon a paper mpved regu
larly _by clockwork. The dots of ink trace out
a path to the right or·left, representing the dots
and dashes respectively of the telegraph code.
(See Telegraph.) ·
·
Just as in the case of telegraphing on land,
automatic instruments have been d evised to
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increase the speed and accuracy of sending,
and the '' duplex '' system has made it possible
to send two messages at once, one from each
end of the line. It has not been found practical
to send four or more messages at once, as in
land telegraphy, but the use of automatic
transmitters with the duplex system inr.reases
the total number of words passing over the line
in both directions to 80 or 90 a minute.
Recently a con1plicated and delicate instrument has been perfected for use as an automatic relay, that is, to repeat messages automatically wJth the added strength of a local
battery between different sections of a cable
touching one or more stations along the way.
In the case of the Pacific Ocean cables the
stations are on islands in mid-ocean.
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Britain First with the Cable

Attempts to telegraph under water for short
distances had been marle even before the first
land telegraph was built for general use in 1844,
and Morse, the inventor of the telegraph (see
Morse, Samuel F. B.), had predicted that Europe
and . .>\merica would one day be connected by
t elegraph. Nearly twenty-five years passed,
however, before ~Iorse' s prediction was fulfilled.
In 1851 a cable was laid between Dover and
Calais, and within the next few years several
short lines "\\rere in operation between various
parts of England and the Continent.
The longest line was only 117 miles, so when
Cyrus W. Field, an American capitalist, pro-
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